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CRAZY TIME LIVE CASINO - Free Game Guide, Info and Strategies. The online casino game Crazy

Time is a Evolution Gaming softwarehouse product inspired by the classic Wheel of Fortune game in a
vibrant and colourful atmosphere. The player will be taking part in Crazy Time's delicious live sessions.
All players will be betting on the same wheel, and like any live show, the results will be valid for anyone

betting in real time. Best certified online casinos allowing you to try the Crazy Time Live show are: During
each round, players should guess which segment the wheel will stop on. There's a lot of potential

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
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interaction during the game by adding, for example, multipliers in standard rounds and in 4 Bonus
games . During a normal spin we will see both the wheel and a "Top Slot" positioned at the top

activating. A multiplier will come out from the Top Slot and it has to be associated with a certain wheel
section. If the wheel gives exactly the value indicated in the Top Slot, bet multipliers or bonus games will
be received . There are 4 types of available bonuses: Cash Hunt , Coin Flip , Pachinko , and Crazy Time
. They all feature multipliers, with a maximum value of x20000 for the lucky ones. Competitors will have to
choose between various betting options, hoping that their intuition is correct to get most coveted prizes.

Best Crazy Time Strategies. Now let's read the best game strategies to try winning at Crazy Time.
Remember that this is a game of probability similarly to Roulette, Blackjack and other online casino

games. As a result, skills may help us but luck will always be needed to get fantastic prizes. Progressive
Bet. As in similar online games (Dream Catcher or Monopoly Live), the only strategy that can be really

useful for Crazy Time is betting in a progressive way. That is, stay consistent with the bet we choose, and
when not getting our score for many spins, try to increase the Bet itself . Obviously always by gambling
responsibly, and with a bet allowing to proceed at least for other 100 spins. "Recovering" Bet. Another
school of thought is trying to freely play on the 4 Featured Game Bonuses of the game, trying to recover
the bet on easy results as 1 or 2 . (Example: we bet 5 euros on Bonus Games for a total of 20 euros. In
order to get the spin money back, we either bet another 20€ on the 1 or 10€ on the 2, so that by getting
one of these, the spin would be free) This game strategy, which can be applied to any Evolution Gaming

software, contrary to what it may seem, is very risky because stakes quickly become high, and I
recommend it only to experienced players. Betting "On Everything" Some players prefer to play by

betting on all wheel segments . This will lead to a sure loss because by betting the whole wheel, it will be
impossible to manage our balance trying to optimize our chances. The advantage of this game

technique is that by involving multipliers in lucky spins we can always be a candidate for a Big Win . For
example, betting € 1 on each result would end in a €8 total bet. In the event that a lucky x50 is placed on
any result, we will have the chance to get it. In the event of a Bonus game reaching a total multiplier of
x200-x300 a big win would be guaranteed. It's still not the best strategy because excepting for these
cases, the loss will be inevitable. Crazy Time Wheel Segments Probability. 1 - 20/54: 1 is the most

frequent symbol, drawn on 37% of total Spins 2 - 14/54: 25.92% of total Spins. Nearly a spin out of 4 will
result in a x2 5 - 7/54: 12.96% of total Spins 10 - 4/54: 7.4% of total Spins Coin Flip - 4/54: the less

rewarding Bonus Game will be drawn on 7.4% of total Spins Pachinko - 2/54: 3.7% of total Spins Cash
Hunt - 2/54: 3.7% of total Spins Crazy Time - 1/54: the most rewarding Bonus Game will be drawn on
1.85% of total Spins. Best worldwide service offering online Casinos where to play Crazy Time are:
Declared probabilities can be checked live through our exclusive Crazy Time Live Statistics service.

SPIKE Tips About Crazy Time. At the beginning you can play with lower bets in order to get acquainted
with game dynamics, then you can gradually increase it according to your budget. It's a good alternative

to Free Online Slots, with its 95.5% RTP matching the value of slot machines. As with all Live Casino
games, you need to be able to control yourself and don't get stubborn or lose your cool. Avoid swearing
in the chatrooms or you will be banned and you will have to contact the game show's customer service to

be readmitted. Technical Crazy Time Game Detail. RTP (Return To Player): 96.08% Game Category:
Money Wheel Range of betting: €/$/£0,10 a €/$/£100 There are 54 wheel sectors Max Win:

€/$/£500000 Maximum Multiplier: x25000 Bonus function Cash Hunt Bonus function Coin Flip Bonus
function Pachinko Bonus function Crazy Time. Guarda l'ultimo video di SPIKE. 
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